Human
fieldwork

Geography Learning Journey
How can more food
be produced and can
this be sustainable
What is the
development gap
and how can it be
reduced?

How has the
economy
changed in the
UK

What
factors
affect the
global
distribution
and demand
for food

How can urban
living be
sustainable?

What is
urbanization?

YEAR

Physical
fieldwork
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What factors affect
the distribution of
energy, water and
food in the UK?

What
? are the challenges
and opportunities
facing a NIC?

What factors affect
global distribution
of resources

What are the
characteristics of
a UK city?

How can traffic be
managed?

AQA GCSE Geography
What are tectonic
hazards and how are
they managed?

What are the
river
landscapes of
the UK?
What are the
coastal
landscapes of
the UK?

What are tropical
rainforests and how
can they be managed?

What is climate
change?

YEAR
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Reducing
Inequality–
why does
inequality
exist?

What is the UK’s
physical landscape?
What are weather
hazards?

What are biomes and
ecosystems?

What are hot deserts and
what are the challenges and
opportunities?

What are natural
hazards?

Reducing Inequality– health,
economic, environmental
Asia- How are India, China
and Russia changing?

Cold
Environmentswhat is the climate
Cold Environmentsand ecosystems?
management

Africa- Nigeriachallenges and
opportunities?

Extreme weather- What are
the different types od extreme
weather and how is it
managed?

Africa- what is the
human geography

Environmental
issues-How can
environmental
issues be managed?

Asia-what is
the human and
physical
geography of
Asia
Cold Environmentswhat are the
challenges and
opportunities?

Ecosystemswhat are
ecosystems?

Cold
Environments
-what is the
climate and
ecosystem?
Globalisation and
Superpowerswhat is the impact
of globalisation?

Ecosystems- what
are the South
American
ecosystems

Extreme weather? What
is weather and climate

Africa-what is
the physical
geography?

Africa- the
Sahara and
the Nile?

Environmental
issues- what are
environmental
issues?

Oceans- why are
oceans important?

Where are areas of surplus and deficit located globally?

YEAR
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The Middle
East- How has
the UAE
developed?

Ecosystem-what are
the UK ecosystems
The Middle EastWhy is the Middle
Eat important and
why is there
conflict?

Globalisation and
Superpowers- what
are superpowers?

Globalisation and
Superpowers- what is
globalisation?

Amazing landformswhat are river
landscapes?

Oceans- why
are oceans
important?
Tectonic Hazards- what
are earthquakes?

Tourism- what is
tourism?

Tourism-What is
eco-tourism?

The Middle
East- What is
the geography
of the Middle
East?

Amazing landformswhat are coastal
landscapes?

Amazing
landforms- what
are glacial
landscapes?
Where do people
live?- inequality

What are resources?
Energy

Geology- how
do we use
rocks?

Geologywhat is
the rock
cycle

Where do
people live?settlements

Flooding- what is
the water cycle?

Tectonic Hazardswhat are
tsunamis?

Tectonic Hazards- what
are volcanoes?

YEAR
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Population and
MigrationWhat is
migration?

What are
resources? Food

What are resources?
water

Where do
people live?sustainability

The UK-what is the
physical geography
of the UK?

Tourism-What
are the impacts
of tourism?

Tectonic Hazardswhat are natural
hazards?

Population and
Migration? How does
population change
Geography
Toolkitfieldwork

What is
Geography?

Geologywhat are the
different
types of rock?

Q|E
YEAR
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The UK- what is the
human geography
of- the UK?

Flooding- what are the
causes and how can
flooding be managed?

Flooding- what is
flooding?

Geography toolkitmap skills

‘ Geography is the subject which holds the key to our future. ’ MICHAEL PALIN

